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New Release of A2iA Mobility Delivers Full Check Recognition to the Device for U.S. Checks,
and Expands its Global Footprint with Support for New Countries
A2iA Mobility offers client-side, offline capabilities including all check usability, image analysis and
data recognition features, plus document preprocessing and image clean-up.
New York, November 6, 2014 – A2iA (@A2iA), an award-winning developer of software for the
worldwide data capture, document processing, and payment systems markets, released a new version of
A2iA Mobility™, its patented software toolkit dedicated to offline mobile data recognition and image
analysis. With an expanded list of features and new country versions, A2iA Mobility meets local
truncation requirements around the globe and enables financial institutions, corporations, and merchants
to deliver a robust mobile payment and document processing app to their users’ devices.
New features for the North American territory include additional fields of recognition, supporting fullcheck, offline processing for the United States. For a complete list of new features and countries
supported, please contact an A2iA Product Specialist at www.a2ia.com/contact-us.
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Reduced overall package size for U.S. and Canadian versions.
For checks:
 Recognition of check number (U.S. + Canada).
 Recognition of date (U.S. + Canada).
 Recognition of address (U.S.).
 Recognition of payee name (U.S.).
 Recognition of payer name (U.S.).
For identity documents:
 Recognition of MRZ code lines printed on Travel Identity Documents (such as
passports).

Supporting real-time business operations, A2iA Mobility is driving accelerated transactions for checks
and payments, identification cards and trailing forms and documents. A2iA Mobility is available for
integration into Android and iOS apps, allowing software developers to customize the interface and
experience for their specific users.
About A2iA
For more than 23 years, A2iA has been committed to the research and development of its handwriting recognition and
document classification solutions to create more efficient ways for organizations to improve business intelligence. Available
in 26-country versions and 7-languages, A2iA’s award-winning toolkits are trusted worldwide to streamline document
workflows and reduce the need for data-entry throughout industries such as banking/finance, healthcare, insurance,
government, and service bureaus/outsourcing firms. For more information, visit www.a2ia.com or call +1 917-237-0390
within the Americas, or +33 1 44 42 00 80 within EMEA or Asia.
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